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LE KAROK are an American Indian tribe living along the middle
course of the Klamath River in northwestern California.
Along with neighboring tribes, they participate in a distinctive
culture which has been studied most thoroughly among the Yurok
and Hupa. In the field of names, Yurok customs have been des-
cribed in detail by Waterman, who gives information on personal
as well as geographical names.1 Karok names have been noted at
less length, principally by !{roeber.2 Recent linguistic work3 now
provides an opportunity for further study of Karok naming patterns.

An intense feeling for geographical location has been repeatedly
noted by students of northwestern Californian culture; thus Kroe-
bel' and C;ifford speak of "an impulse toward localization which
pervades ... the whole culture."4 One manifestation of this is the
abundance of place names in use; names are given not only to
mountains, ridges, streanls, ponds, fishing-spots, acorn-groves, and
villages, but also to sections of villages, to sweat-houses, to dwelling-
houses, and to large numbers of mere rocks, hardly noticeable to
an outsider. It seems to be no longer possible to collect Karok
place-names in the quantities which Waterman published for Yurok.
Even so, names for about 275 places were recorded in the process
of linguistic study.5

1 T. T. Waterman, Yurok Geography, University of California Publications in
American Archaeology and Ethnology 16: 5, Berkeley, 1920.

2 A. L. Kroeber, Handbook of the Indians of Oalifornia, Bureau of American
Ethnology, Bulletin 78, Washington, 1925; Karok Towns, University of California
Publications in American Archaeology and Ethnology 35:4, Berkeley, 1936.

3 William Bright, The Karok Language, University of California Publications
in Linguistics, vol. 13, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1957.

4 A. L. Kroeber and E. W. Gifford, World Renewal, Anthropological Records
15:2, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1955, p. 31.

5 All place names listed in the anthropological literature were tested with my
informants. Those which they did not recognize are not included in the present
study, as most of them could not be phonemically retranscribed or accurately
analyzed.
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The bulk of these "names designate settled spots of some type -
villages or parts of villages. In regard to their linguistic analysis,
names of Karok settlements fall into three classes: 1) those which
cannot be analyzed into nleaningful parts - which "mean nothing"
to the native speaker; 2) those which can be partially or doubt-
fully analyzed; and 3) those which can be readily analyzed, both
by the linguist and by the native.

Names are available for a total of 117 I(arok villages; since two
sites are named 'ini· nat,6 there are 116 names for analysis. Of these,
30 are unanalyzable or nearly so. Those which offer no clue to ana-
lysis at all include such names as ku.yiv, pasiru.'u.vre. (English
"Presidio Bar", probably by folk etymology), pipta.s, ti·h (English
"Tea Bar"), and 'fttke·. Others contain recognizable suffixes, but
unidentifiable stems: the diminutive -it or -ac in 'axvahit, kasan-
nukic, 'isipisihavni.nac, and pikve·nac; the locative ending -ni·k
in kasanni.k, kasaxanni.k, and tisanni.k; the locative -hirak in
kattiphirak and tisa· nhirak. The name kattiphirak should mean
"where *ka.ttip is", and nouns ending in -ip are generally names of
trees or bushes; but no *kattip tree is known. The names tisanni·k
and tisa·nhirak seem to contain the same stem *tisa.n, but such a
stem is not found elsewhere. For still other names, one might invent
analyses which, however, are improbable in the light of Karok
grammar. E. g., vunxarak might be said to contain vun- "flow",
-xara "long", and the locative suffix -k; but such a combination
of verb, adjective, and nominal suffix is highly unlikely. In all such
names, then, neither the linguist nor the native speaker can offer a
valid analysis. It may be conjectured that some such names stem
from a language other than Karok, but nothing of this nature is
proven at present.

Another 20 village-names can be partially or doubtfully analyzed.
Examples of partial analysis are 'ivrattirih, from *'ivrat (unidentif-
iable ) plus tirih "wide"; and puri8'ipxuv, from puri8 "huckleberry"
plus *'ipxuv (unidentifiable). A case of doubtful analysis is 'akvatti·v;
this is said by some informants to mean "raccoon-ear", from' akva·t
"raccoon" and ti·v "ear"; but such a combination would normally
have penultimate accent, ,akvatti·v. The native analysis may there ..

6 Kar~k words are here cited in phonemic transcription, as in the Appendix,
"Karok Village Sites", to The Karok Language. The transcription used in the Lexi-
con section of the same work is not phonemic, but morphophonemic.
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fore be a folk etymology. Informants tend to disagree on whether
such names as these "mean something" or not.

The residue of 66 village-names yield readily to analysis. They
may be classified according to their meaning into the following
categories :7

1) Terms referring to the physical characteristics of a site. Most
of these mention physiographical features, for example:

"rocks ('as): 'asavurik "flowing in under a rock".
cliffs ('axxa.-): 'axa·vurik "flowing in under a cliff".
clearings (tisra.m ): 'asivtisra· m "cave-clearing".
deerlicks ('isra.m): 'isra·mhirak "where there is a deerlick".
rapids ('i.n): 'i.npi.t "new rapids".
ponds ('ukra·m): 'ukram'ippan "pond-end".

All the above features occur in more than one village name; there
are isolated cases of reference to a meadow, a gap, a knoll, a pen-
insula, and an island. It is interesting that there is no specific
mention of creeks or of the Klamath River ('iske.s),.near which all
the Karok villages were situated. There are, however, several
occurrences of the verb "to flow", vur or vun (as in the examples
above~)

This category also contains a few references to man-made con-
structions, e. g. 'asape.c'ippan "end of a rock wall". Finally, there
are several references to plants; e. g., kusripis'amayav "delicious
madrone berries", xavisti·m "arrowwood-edge".

2) Terms referring to human activities carried on at a site. Ex-
amples are: 'ikcunna·m "grinding place", 'imOatvaram "shinny
field", 'ini·nac "little river-crossing", 'ipu.nvaram "resting place",
'inna·m "World Renewal celebrating place", sak'iripirak "flint-
digging place", sarum'ihvu·nvirak "pine-root digging place".

3) Terms of historical or mythological reference. The only clear
case is 'ame.kya.ra.m "salmon-making place", referring to the
mythic origin of salmon.8 A term of possible historical reference is
'e.pakkunih "tree falling down".

4) Directional terms. These contain the elements ma- "uphill",
sa- "downhill", ka- "upriver", and yu- "downriver", which the

7 This attempt at classification is suggested by, though not identical with, the
scheme offered by Madison Beeler, "On Etymologizing Indian Place-Names,"
Names, V (1957), pp. 236-40.

8 The Karole Language, Text No. 17, pp. 204-7.
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I(arok use instead of "north, south, east, west". Some of these
place-names are without any stated point of reference: karo·kam
"uphill upriver", sarukhinva "somewhat downhill". Others mention
a base point: samvaro·ka'kitkam "a little upriver from a creek",
tihkaro·m "uphill upriver from ti·h", tihyurukanl, "uphill downriver
from ti·h", xavnamnihieOujyit.O "downriver across-stream from
Wilson Creek".

Besides the above, there are a number of names for which the
linguistic meaning is clear, but the broader meaning-reference is
not. Examples are' aevi·vhirak "where there is a bird" (or " .. are
birds"), ,assipak "in a basket", ei·vnissukae "little peeking-out",
,impitrak "in flour", pikvahac "little plume", samsirihirak "shining
place", and sihtirih "broa.d awl". It is not clear wheter these are
references to physical features, or historical and mythological refer-
ences. Sorne, of course, may be formations of folk-etymology, whose
apparent linguistic structure does not reflect their true origin.

Besides naInes of villages, the data include 1.8 names for sections
or wards of the larger towns. These fall into much the same cate-
gories as above: four completely unanalyzable, two partly analyz-
able, and the rest with the following types of meanings: Referring
to physical characteristics, as 'axa.'ippan "cliff-top". Referring to
human activities, as 'apuruvanni·k "sorcerer-place" (the residents
of which had a reputation for witchcraft). Directional, as sa'varih
"downhillward" and yuhti.rnie "little downriver edge".

Another twenty-four names designate not villages but, according
to my principal informant, simply "places." Some of these are
listed in Kroeber's Karok Towns, however, and were probably in-
habited at one time. Of these, six are unanalyzable, four are part-
ially analyzable, and the rest fall into the following categories:
Referring to physical characteristics, as 'isra·m "deerlick" and
'asaxxarahsa 'uve·hrivirak "where long rocks stand". Referring to
human activities, as ta·kripa·k "at dip-netting". Mythological: two
clear examples are pa Oakhiram "kneeling place" and xU,·x mukri-
vruhvannamie "xu·x's little rolling place". These derive from the
myth of Duckhawk, who knelt at the former site to shoot his wife,
the legendary monster xu·x, who in her death agonies rolled about
in the latter.9 Directional terms include Oujkaro·m "uphill upriver

9 The Karok Language, Texts 25-26, pp. 220-21.
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from a creek", and ko-c'ivk6- ()kam "across-stream upriver side of
k6-c'i-v." There are also some terins of unclear reference; one of
them, kitaxr£hak "at awing", may fit Beeler's category of terms
referring to body parts.10

Karok names of creeks invariably end in the word ()u-f "creek",
and usually refer to neighboring villages_ Thus 'afc1:lticOu-f (English
"Crawford Creek") is named for the village of 'afcu-fic, yuhnalnOu-f
(English "Ukonom Creek") for the village yuhna-m. Of the excep-
tions, a few are unanalyzable, like 'imkanvira()()u-f (English "Merrill
Creek"); a few are directional, like yurukOu-f "downriver creek"
(English "Bluff Creek"); and at least one is mythological-
pihne-f()u-f "coyote creek" (English "Wilder Gulch"), so named
because the mythic Coyote had his fish-dam at its mouth.ll

The balance of Karok place-name data refers principally to
mountains. Some of these names are unanalyzable, such as 'u- niv
(English "Merrill IVlountain_") Some are physically descriptive,
such as 'asa'u-y "rock mountain"_ An important religious or rnytho-
logical reference is 'ikxariyattu-ysip "spirit mountain" (English
"Offield Mt."), designating the sacred mountain of the I(atimin
world -renewal rite; people who live near this mountain, however,
call it simply 'u-y "The Hill". A possible mythological reference is
'ara 'u'ipamvd-natihirak "where a person eats himself" (English
"Medicine Mt."), though the myth involved is not known.

Besides names for Karok places, the Karok language has its own
names for important towns of neighboring tribes. In this they
follow the usage described for the Yurok by Waterman:

"They even assign Yurok names to all the important places
in the territory of their neighbors_ They are not peculiar in
this, for the Hupa, to go no further, do exactly the same thing_
Thus it happens that each important place inside Yurok terri-
tory and outside has a series of names, in three or four different
languages. Sometimes these paraphrase each other, but often
they seem to be totally independent in the different tongues. "12

Most of the "foreign" village-names recorded in Karok refer to

10 Beeler, op. cit., p. 239. English place names in the Karok area contain several
examples: Bluenose, Head Camp, Nancy's Elbow.

11 The Karok Language, Text No.6, pp. 184-5.
12 Yurok Geography, p. 186.
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Yurok settlements; they bear no clear relation to the Yurok names
either in sound or meaning. Examples are:

'ansafri.k "place of 'ansaf-" (meaning not known):
Yurok weitspus "confluence".

'asvuffam "water *vuffam" (meaning not known):
Yurok kenek (no meaning given by Waterman).

'd·vnay (unanalyzable): Yurok kepel "house-pit".
firipan~YZl.sah (unanalyzable) :Yurok pekwan(no meaning given).
'itukkuk (unanalyzable): Yurok pekwtut (no meaning given).
pah£pri.k "pepperwood place": Yurok rlrgr (no meaning given).
(11f//ip "creek-tree" (doubtful analysis): Yurok rekwoi "creek-

mouth".
Turning to personal names, the greatest amount of information

for northwestern California is given by Waterman for the Yurok.
According to this source,13 personal nanles were not given to chil-
dren until the age of eight or nine years; these were usually, though
not always, untranslatable, and certain names tended to run in
particular families. At marriage, however, these names were dis-
carded and never again used. Instead, descriptive names were
applied. A man who owned a house would be regularly called by
the name of the house. Other people would be called by terms ex-
pressing their marital status with reference to the houses in which
they were born or into which they married. In addition, people
were frequently called by nicknames referring to sonle trait of body
or personality.

The brief accounts of Karok naming practice given by Kroeber14

and by Driver15 give a rather different picture. Kroeber stresses
the taboos with which the Karok surround personal names: people
are reluctant to tell their own names, or those of people close to
them; addressing a person by his name is extremely impolite;
and any mention of a dead person's name is a mortal offense.16 For

13 YurokGeography, pp. 214-18.
14 Handbook of the Indians of Oalifornia, pp. 107-8.
15 Harold E. Driver, Oulture Element Distributions: X. Northwest Oalifornia.

Anthropological Records 1:6, Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1939. Pp. 351 and 408.
16 A special vocabulary exists for reference to the dead: ko·himmaeko· "deceased

father", 'ihku's "deseased mother", xaku'nie "deceased sibling", xakan'inna·m
"deceased spouse", ko·k "any deceased person". Speaking the name of a dead
person is an offense called pitaxyurih, translated by the Indians as "swearing";
for a text on this subject, see The Karok Language, pp. 142-4.
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these reasons, says Kroeber, names referring to residence and marital
status, as well as nicknames, are used by way of circumlocution.

The information of Driver states that a child might be named
after either paternal or maternal kin; it also recognizes naming
after villages and descriptive nicknames. Driver notes that a certain
I(arok man had three names, translated by him as "salmon heart",

- "salmon's tail drying", and "penis".17
The question remains: were the names given to the Karok in

childhood used throughout their lives, only being replaced by
circumlocutions ,vhen politeness required; or were the childhood
nalnes discarded at marriage, as described by Waterman for the
Yurok? In a personal communication, Kroeber now writes: "The
most characteristic thing about Yurok names is the reference to
people by their marital status and house name .- or, at a distance,
village nanle ... Waterman is essentially right on this, though not
on personal names being 'never used after marriage.' . . . The
Yurok told me the Karok also referred to people by spot and sta~us,
but I got almost no names from the Karok except child or nick-
names." As my own collection of Karok personal names likewise
involves very few "spot and status" terms, it seems likely that
names given to K.arok children were used all their lives, though
nicknames might be given as well.

Out of 61 personal names recorded, nine men's and thirteen
women's names are una.nalyzable, except for an occasional dimin-
utive suffix, -it or -at or -is. Sample men's names of this type are
'e·hkan, kittijis, and vaskak; women's are 'aniho.hic, hanu·n and
savak. Such names as these, having no known meaning, seem un-
likely to be nicknames and were probably bestowed in childhood.
It may be noted that the nanle 'e·hkan was approximated as "Ike"
by the white settlers, which suggests that its bearer retained the
name during his adult life. IS

Partial analysis is possibel for seven men's names - such as
'isrike.yav, containing yav "good" - and two women's names -
such as ya.matkare., containing yd. mat "pretty". These also are
unlikely to-be nicknames. Complete analysis is possible for 19 men's

17 The last is given as silci'tihan, probably phonemic si'shitihan "having a penis".
18 The name has given rise to the English place-name "Ike's Falls" (Karok

yu'tim'i·n). In accordance with local usage, it also became the surname of'e·hkan's
wife (Mary Ike) and daughter (Emily Ike).
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and ten women's names; some of these are undoubtedly nicknames.
They fall into the following classes:

1) Nine men's and six women's names are nouns derived from
verbs. Some indicate the doer of an action, e. g. ka·rimeupha·n
"bad talker" (man)", 'u.pvanie "little root-digger" (woman). Others
indicate the action itself, e. g. 'ikrivruhuvruk "rolling down over"
(man) and pistu.krav "picking into again" (woman). Two of these,
are known to be nicknames: 'e·()'akunva·n "slug-hunter", referring
to a certain man's habitual amusement as a child, and maenattae
"little flash", the name of a male sorcerer reputed to give off flashes
of light in the dark.

2) A few names refer to physical characteristics, and seem likely
to be nicknames: 'afisrihanxara "tall young man" and y·uppipux
"eyeless" (a blind woman).

3) A few names refer to place of residence or origin: pa' axa·ssuruk
"he of ,axa· ssur uk " , pasamvar6.tti.m "he of the creek-edge". The
only one giving status as well as age, in the Yurok manner, refers
to the Yurok town of I<'epel - 'amnayku·tie "little Kepel grand-
father" (or "grandson"); it is not known whether the person so
named was actually of Yurok origin.

4) A residue of names have miscellaneous types of reference:
ei·pakpa·k "robin" (a man), ya· ekani· c "little daughter", ma·kic
"little Maggie". The woman's name tameih is said to be baby-talk
for ta ne·meak, "I'm burnt". The man's name ta·ksikkih "give me a
spoon" may also derive from a childish utterance.
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